A medical-legal review of power morcellation in the face of the recent FDA warning and litigation.
Minimally invasive gynecologic surgeons who perform laparoscopic intraperitoneal morcellation should be aware of the recent US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) warning and litigation arising from use of morcellation devices with claims of intraperitoneal dissemination of cancerous cells. On November 24, 2014, the FDA issued a statement warning against using laparoscopic power morcellators in the majority of women undergoing hysterectomy or myomectomy for uterine fibroids. Despite the best intentions in regards to their patients, gynecologists who continue to use power morcellation devices expose themselves to liability. This article is not meant to further deter gynecologists from using laparoscopic power morcellators, but rather to provide an interpretation of the FDA statement as to the patients for whom the use of power morcellation may still be permitted under the FDA guidelines. This article also offers protective measures from a legal perspective for those who choose to continue to use power morcellation in the face of the recent FDA warning and litigation.